
CHAPTER ELEVEN

The Eighteen-Seventies

The coming of the railway in 1872 banished the 'sixties forever and dispel-
led the air of stagnation which had been hanging over the town since
the middle years of that decade. The eighteen-seventies were years of
growth and change; a great decade of new people, new societies, material
progress and a welcome prosperity as High Street gradually matured into
a market place of some importance. At the beginning of the 'seventies
Rangiora was a small, grey, wood and cob two-street town, earthy, colonial
and fairly primitive. By the end it was a full-fledged borough with a mayor
and council, taking a strongly independent stance in its relations with its
neighbouring rural road boards and displaying a number of two-storied
facades along High Street. Some of its inhabitants now lived along
properly-formed residential streets.

In the years between, most of the town's important societies and clubs
came to life while those already established flourished. Three new banks,
a proper post office, a new state primary school, new churches, a telegraph
link — these were the more visible evidence of the progress which came
with the railway and an increasing population of new immigrants. Alma-,
nacs of the day show that whereas in 1871 there were approximately ninety
businesses of varying kinds, by 1880 there were about one hundred and
fifty. But this progress wasn't all material. A horticultural society, founded
by Charles Merton in 1874, was encouraging people to grow flowers, veg-
etables and fruit trees and competitions for the best-kept cottage garden
were being held in conjunction with its summer shows. Merton was also
the inspiration behind the very considerable musical and cultural activities
which flourished in those years, the regular concert and the bring and
buy being the usual source of the money needed to put the town's infant
cultural and sporting institutions on their feet.

The extension of the railway towards Oxford and the Kowai and the
demand for farm labour and seasonal workers attracted a large number
of government-sponsored immigrants to North Canterbury. Rangiora and
Kaiapoi became distribution points for the scheme and, because for the
first four years the new-comers were easily absorbed by farmers, construc-
tion works, mills and businesses, the system appeared to be working quite
smoothly. In July 1874, however, a newspaper reported that fifty-four Ger-
mans had been stranded on the Rangiora railway station for several days,
sleeping on bare boards without bedding or food. One had died. It all
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pointed to a lack of proper organisaton and an inquiry was ordered. But
there was no scandal, in fact, the Germans, fourteen families and twelve
single men, had been unable to proceed to Oxford because the contractor
hired to take them wouldn't cart them all up there in the rain. They had
all been lodged out with local families and the railway porter and some
had been given shelter, bedding, food and firing in the road board office.
While there had been no hardship it was an example of what could happen
from time to time and it high-lighted the lack of any proper accommodation
or immigrant reception at Rangiora.1

In February 1874 the Mandeville and Rangiora Road Board had been
warned that a thousand immigrants were expected to arrive in Canterbury
during March and that it would have to accept its share. The Board planned
to build a number of cottages on gravel pit reserves at Southbrook, Wood-
end and Fernside and two were to be located at the railway station and
two near the Girls School.2 The Anglican schoolroom on the corner of
Northbrook Road was also acquired for immigrant housing.

The July inquiry led to the building of an immigration barracks at the
north end of the railway yards and it was ready for use in March 1875
just as the immigration boom was passing its peak. This immigration bar-
racks was no doss house but a transit shelter where people might stay
until they had found work and accommodation. It was managed by a
barracks-master named Brunton who had the power to evict trouble-
makers, long-stayers and undesirables. The Road Board stopped advertis-
ing contracts for road and drainage work and, instead, employed
immigrants from the barracks from day to day. They were free to leave
at any time. In Janury 1878 a consignment of immigrants from- Christ-
church was completely absorbed by the district while the Rangiora cottages
lay derelict and disused and a prey to vandals. The life of the immigration

•facilities was therefore fairly short, the barracks being converted into the
stationmaster's residence in 1881.

As a result of this surge of Government-sponsored and independent im-
migration the population of the country districts between the Waimakariri
and the Waipara rivers rose from 9,418 in 1874 to 12,380 in 1878, but
its effect on Rangiora is not shown by the official census figures. From
1,042 in 1867 the population declined to 763 in 1871 and rose again to
1,646 in 1874, the peak year of the immigration boom.-From that point
it supposedly declined to 1,616 in 1878 and 1,445 in 1881. This census
of 1881 gave the population with the new borough boundaries, and without
Southbrook, a more restricted area than previously, and is therefore the
first precise figure available. All previous counts were of broader, inconsist-
ently defined district censal areas and so are misleading measures. What

1 Weekly Press 25 Jul 1874. A child died of natural causes.
2Ibid 28 Feb 1874.
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is certain is that the decade saw a number of new residential areas opened
up and an expansion of the business section along the main street.

This stream of new people who came to Canterbury in the eighteen-
seventies had a transfusing effect on settlements like Rangiora. Not only
did district populations rise and market towns flourish but there was also
a degree of social stress. Because so many of them had been recruited
in places like London, Glasgow, Dublin and the larger cities of Britain
there was a tendency to believe that they had been swept up from the
back streets of industrial slums to alleviate over-crowding and social prob-
lems. The new settlers were certainly more urban, more restless, more lib-
eral and more demanding than those who had arrived before 1870 and
who were now stable property owners and consequently more conservative
in outlook. Rangiora felt this pressure. The new arrivals were not easily
accepted by the older settlers who showed their deep prejudices when they
joined public battle over the educational, social and political changes which
were taking place during that decade.

The Reverend B. W. Dudley may have been referring to them when,
at a meeting held to consider the replacement of his Church of England
boys school and girls school by a state school in 1873, he objected to the
attendance of children of people of ill-repute and Godless character. Henry
Blackett was not afraid to identify them more specifically from the stage
of the Institute Hall during a heated education debate just before the first
borough elections of 1878 when he described the new immigrants as
undesirables and the sweepings of England's cities. When the possible
adoption of borough status was being debated late in 1877 an older resident
complained that changes were being forced on the town far too quickly
by those more recently arrived and when candidates for the first council
lined up in 1878 more than one of them claimed to represent the working
classes. The new immigrants apparently formed their own cricket club in
1873-4 and played on a paddock at the Red Lion Hotel while the older
club of Merton and Good, which dated back to the field in front of
Torlesse's house, graduated to the new recreation ground.

The aspirations of those settlers who had come to Rangiora earlier were
to be seen among the founding principles of the Literary Institute which
was formed in May 1871 by Charles Merton and A. H. Cunningham and
their colleagues, and who hoped not only to encourage the improvement^
of its members by lectures, readings and musical entertainment but that
through the Institute — 'Rangiora might preserve all the good qualities
it now possesses — general sobriety, honesty, industry and religion.' The
gentlemen of the Literary Institute raised the money for a hall which was
built in High Street, almost opposite the lane which later became Durham
Street, and which was opened on New Years Day 1873. It was a wooden
building and contained a hall, a library and a reading room and it became
Rangiora's concert room, ballroom, and town hall until the nineteen-
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twenties. If there was an 'establishment' developing in the town then the
'Literary Institute' was probably near the heart of it.

After 1873 the Institute Hall took over the public functions of the Court
House, a larger chamber in the Road Board office, where meetings, elec-
tioneering and lectures had previously been held. The Road Board office
stood on the opposite side of the road, down past Blackett's store. The
Magistrates Court sat here every second week, weekly in 1876 through
pressure of business, and the records of its hearings open a small window
on to the life of the town during those years. Here, before the Magistrates
G. L. Mellish and Caleb Whitefoord, and the local Justices A. H. Cunning-
ham, Henry Blackett and John Boys, there stood those 'respectable' people
whose standards had lapsed momentarily in the face of the many com-
mands of the Provincial Government's ordinances and the Public Works
Act. There were those who blocked the footpaths with their horses and
who allowed their sheep and cattle to stray among the gardens of their
neighbours and on the Road Board's roads. Fines were distributed among
those who drove their carts through the town to the danger of its inhabitants
and a five pounds levy was charged more purposesfully against any careless
publican who allowed the lamp over his doorway to go out, gales not excep-
ting.

Yet there was a greater procession of people whom fortune and pros-
perity had overlooked and whom one would hardly have met at the gather-
ings of the Literary Institute. Every fortnight the Magistrates examined
those representatives of the town's poor and unsuccessful, the gutter-bound
drunks, the brawlers, vagrants and thieves, while begging, wife and child
beating, abandoned families and neglected children were brought to the
public's notice from time to time. Civil actions against debtors were taken
at session after session with regular monotony and, with drunkedness, made
up the greater part of the Justices' regular business. It was not an explosive
torrent of vice and crime but a steady trickle of trouble which revealed
that for a small place all was not well. Rangiora was probably supporting
a fair population of drifters, unsettled immigrants and casual workers and
this social distress was a symptom of its quickening growth.

By the end of the decade, apparently, there had been a change for the
better for early in 1879 the Bench congratulated the town and the police
on the small amount of drunkedness that was now coming before it.3

In the 'seventies Magistrates often held cases of drunkedness and alcohol-
ism over until the next sitting, giving the offenders the opportunity of join-
ing the Good Templars or signing the pledge and then discharging them
if they did. It was during the mid-'seventies that the temperance movement
became firmly grounded in Rangiora, soon growing into a force to be
reckoned with, both socially and politically. Temperance societies sprang

^Canterbury Times 18 Jan 1879.
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up everywhere. In the town there were the Lodge of Good Intent, the
Sons and Daughters of Temperance and the Junior Templars, while out
in the country every district and hamlet, no matter how small, had a tem-
perance society. At Swannanoa it was the Salem Lodge, at Waikuku the
Onward Lodge of Good Templars and so on. They met regularly to listen
to topical plays, readings, confessions and testimonies and lectures on tem-
perance themes and they organised parades and picnics. One such rally,
on New Year's Day 1878, attracted twelve hundred people. They all formed
up behind a Christchurch band at the Institute Hall and marched in pro-
cession, flags and banners aloft, down the Ashley Road to the paddock
which had come to be used for the Northern Agricultural and Pastoral
Association's shows. An evening tea meeting back at the hall was crowded
out and it was followed by addresses and rousing temperance songs.

The Roman Catholic Church was holding temperance missions in Can-
terbury at this time, adding its weight to the fight against the demon drink.
About a week or so before the great New Year rally, and following a
morning mass and confirmation by Bishop Redwood, two hundred and
eighty members of the Catholic Temperance League marched in procession
through Rangiora and back to the church. Naturally, the United Free and
Wesleyan Methodists were in the van of the movement, the Reverend B.
W. Dudley also, but some of the town's most prominent businessmen and
citizens were among its leaders. The hotels now found they had competiton
from temperance boarding houses and restaurants of which there were four
in the town by 1880.

The transformation of Rangiora from a small agricultural settlement to
a market centre and borough was, therefore, not a painless one. The
eighteen-sixties had produced few local issues of any importance but the
railway controversy blooded the town for a full ten years of public conten-
tion and debate. There was plenty to dispute between factions within the
town and between town and country. Smouldering along concurrently with
the railway question was a sometimes bitter conflict between the supporters
of church and state schooling and this was followed by a political skirmish
over whether a county style of local government should succeed the aban-
doned provincial system. This, in its turn, was a prelude to differences
between the town and the district road boards and between shopkeepers
and farmers while the decision to mix boys and girls in the classrooms
of the primary school stirred emotions that split the community down the
middle. Nor was the town's elevation to borough status achieved with una-
nimity within, or with much approval from beyond its boundaries.

There was much to plan for and much to talk and argue about in the
eighteen-seventies and most of it took place in the hall of the Mechanics
and Literary Institute. It was from the hall's small and narrow thirty foot
by ten foot stage that promotors and orators like Henry Blackett, Andrew
Hunter Cunningham, Hugh Boyd, John Lilly, and all the others pounded
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out their various causes; it was here that the future character of Rangiora
was fashioned by public meeting.

THE IMMEDIATE EFFECT OF THE RAILWAY

More progress was made in the year which followed the opening of the
railway than for a long, long time. At the end of 1872 the population
was, perhaps, about twelve to fifteen hundred and the main road through
the place was still the main residential street as well as a business thorough-
fare. The number of hotels had fallen to two, the Junction and the Plough.
The Lion had not yet been re-built after a fire and the Rangiora Arms
had become a lodging house, its licence having lapsed after two licensees,
William Baugh and Thomas Barnard, had, in turn, gone bankrupt in it.
Businessmen banked in Kaiapoi. Most of the land was still in small hold-
ings and nobody seemed willing to release any of it in residential allot-
ments. Houses were therefore still scattered about over a large area and
the Road Board had not yet formed one residential street.

The first of the many new buildings to open their doors to the good
years of the eighteen-seventies was, appropriately, the Institute Hall — on
New Years Day 1873. During the day a large crowd had enjoyed the annual
sports on George Bailey's paddock to the south west of the hall. There
had been horse racing, dancing, Cumberland wrestling, putting stones and
other entertainments and in the evening a dinner, a concert and a dance
were held in the hall. About a month later Henry Blackett opened his
new store, enlarged to cope with a noticeably increasing trade. In some
ways the hall and Henry Blackett were complementary, the hall providing
the town with a forum for the many debates that were to rage over the
next decade and in which Blackett was to take by far the most prominent
part. The new store, which stood a few yards to the west of the Road
Board office, had three floors: a big brick cellar, a ground floor general
store and a warehouse above. The warehouse was served by a hoist which
lifted goods from the street below and there were self-closing trapdoors
in the floors inside. It was protected by thick brick walls on each side
and a fire well at the rear where Blackett lived in a concrete house and
had his stable and garden. When it opened it was considered to be the
largest and most modern store north of Kaiapoi.

By February 1873 two banks, the Union Bank of Australia and the Bank
of New Zealand, had established their first agencies in the town, the latter
in Westby Percival's cottage nearly opposite Blackett's store. The cottage
was stripped of its verandah and altered and a man named Montague
was installed as agent. In March, the parsonage of St John the Baptist,
a large two-storey wooden mansion was begun in the Reverend Dudley's
grounds adjacent to the church and in April the Oddfellows opened their
new enlarged hall, just off the main street on a roughly formed track which
was to become Oddfellows Road then King Street north.
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The Institute Hall and Library (left). Rangiora Early Record Society

The interior of the Institute Hall, where so much of Rangiora's history was made. Rangiora
Early Record Society

The Cam Flourmill on the Woodend Road. Rangiora Early Record Society

The Northbrook Flaxmill. Rangiora Early Record Society



William Moir's flourmill behind the Masonic Hotel, Southbrook

Harry Archer's flourmill Southbrook



While all this building was in progress a new hotel was rising on the
site of the old Lion. At the time of the fire the hotel had been owned
by a Christchurch solicitor named Duncan and the licence held by James
Bassingthwaite. The new hotel was built by James Goss, a Christchurch
builder, and designed by the architect S. C. Farr and it contained a bar,
a bar parlour, a sitting room and other commercial facilities and eleven
rooms upstairs. A first-floor balcony ran along the street fronts of the build-
ing and when it was finished it was by far the most imposing structure
in the main street and a landmark for travellers on the Woodend and
Ashley Roads. Costing fifteen hundred and twenty pounds to build the
new hotel opened to the public in May 1873 as the Red Lion.

In July 1873, two months after the Red Lion re-opened, another hotel
named The Club appeared on the Ashley Road. This wooden two-story
hotel stood on the north-west corner of the railway crossing and it was
built for Nathaniel Harris who had the Club Hotel in Christchurch. The
Club was licensed to cater for the travelling public using the railway and
soon had a bad reputation but in 1876 it was taken over by John Roberts,
a Christchurch iron-founder, whose popularity and excellent catering en-
couraged a number of new young societies and sports clubs to make it
their regular meeting place. It had a bar room, a billiard room, a dining
room and a long verandah around the ground floor but it lost its licence
in 1894 when a local option poll showed a majority for the reduction of
liquor licences in the town. Thereafter it was a boarding house, later known
as Glenross, but in its hey-day it was a popular spot, for some a first
call on alighting from the evening train and the venue for many an annual
meeting and dinner.

The building boom continued throughout 1873. A Land, Building and
Investment Society failed to get started but by the end of the year all
the carpenters and builders were busily occupied erecting new shops and
houses.4

During this time the frontage of the main street between Good's corner
and the Ashley Road continued to fill up. The livery stable on the east
side of the Junction Hotel was replaced by a store for Hanna and Company
— R. Hanna and J. Crothers, and next to this were two stores one occupied
by G. L. Beath and company. The Union Bank was temporarily housed
in a building between Beaths and Keast's saddlery and Bourke's chemist
shop on the corner of the Ashley Road was removed and replaced by
George Cone's butcher's shop. For some years this corner was known as
Cone's Corner. It was in this block about 1873-4 that Charles Jennings
opened a book and stationery shop and it was above this shop that the
first town clock was erected in 1878. It chimed and had three dials so
that it could also be seen from the saleyards. The chimes were loud and

4 Weekly Press 27 September 1873
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regular and were regarded with very mixed feelings by those who lived
and slept above their shops in its vicinity

William Sansom, who had started in business near the Red Lion, bought
the greater part of Shrimpton's half of the Ward land in 1873 and cut
it up for sale and the family moved up to the corner of Church Street
where they built a general store. For over seventy years this store provided
the pupils of the Borough School with all the sweets and good things which
were essential to their day to day existence. John Sansom ran the bakery
which stood to the side of the store, one of four bakeries in the town
by 1880.

In October 1873 the town's postal facilities were removed from Blackett's
store where they had been housed since Wilson's store closed in 1865. The
previous May a telegraph line had been run through to Rangiora from
Kaiapoi and for five months a telegraph office also operated under
Blackett's roof. The new post office was built on the opposite side of the
road a few yards to the west of the present comer site and the telegraphist,
George Buckham, became the first full-time postmaster.

By this time the Mandeville and Rangiora Road Board had been in
existence for ten years but apart from maintaining the main road, the Drain
Road in from Southbrook and a short length of the Ashley Road it still
had not contributed one additional properly-conveyed formed road. One
of the first newspaper comments on Rangiora after the completion of the
railway took the board to task for the condition of the town's paths.5

As Rangiora every day begins to assume importance as a town we
think some little attention might be paid towards keeping the footpaths
in order and a by-law might be adopted by the Road Board to prevent
persons leaving their horses upon the paths. In reference to the comfort
of pedestrians, who are not all pilgrims requiring to do penance, it would
be a great boon if the boulders were removed from the road leading
from the railway station to the gates, or a proper footpath made.
It is not clear whether the Board was insensitive to Rangiora's demands

and criticism or whether it was unable to obtain, legally, the private land
it needed for roadmaking because so few road lines had been originally
allowed for. Probably it had to wait for a subdivider to offer an access
strip. Whatever the difficulty was this impasse could not last much longer,
in fact, the Road Board was given a firm push into roadmaking in the
town by the Magistrate, G. L. Mellish, with a court decision in July 1873.
This case involved the status of Ivory's Road, an old accommodation track
which led off the main road at" the Red Lion down to the town pound
and William Ivory's nursery garden.6

The local policeman, happening to be down that way, came upon John

51 bid 1 Feb 1873
6Ibid 2 Aug 1873
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Ivory's horse, and being conscious of recent publicity about horses obstruc-
ting public footpaths, he charged Ivory in the Magistrate's Court with teth-
ering his horse on a public thoroughfare. Ivory denied the charge. Giving
evidence in his son's defence William Ivory described to the court how
Charles Torlesse had originally formed the road to give access and added
value to the back sections of his first subdivision, how the freehold of
the road still lay with the trustees of the Torlesse estate and how the Ivory
family had been given a deed granting them the privilege of using it. Ivory
senior pleaded that the road was a private one. The Magistrate disagreed.
After extracting admissions from the witness that the public regularly used
the road to visit the pound and his nursery Mellish decided that the passage
of time and custom were quite sufficient to make the road a public highway.
He fined John Ivory five shillings and ordered the Road Board to take
control of the road. The Road Board filled in the springs part-way down
the road and formed it properly to a greater width in 1875.

The Torlesse subdivision was an old one but then so was the Percival
land which lay on the west side of the Drain Road. Percival, however,
had been unable to sell his allotments because the whole block was held
in trust for his wife. After Percival's death in 1872 Mrs Percival gave
instructions that her land was to be opened up and the town was at last
promised a sizeable block of residential building sections. A road was
already surveyed through the middle but before it was conveyed the Road
Board spent fifteen pounds building a brick culvert over the Northbrook
Stream so that the new road, using a small piece of land purchased from
Mrs E. Torlesse, could be angled over a bit to join up with Drain Road
to Southbrook. The result was an angry public meeting, three hundred
strong, which assembled in the Institute Hall on 23 August 1873.

The board was publically charged with expending ratepayers money on
furthering a scheme which would profit only the Percivals. It was also
accused of intending to form the road and adding it to the road system
when it was not needed and doing this secretly and without advertisement.
All the money which would need to be expended to fully open up the
Percival road, it was argued, should be spent on improvements elsewhere;
on the many other district roads from which not one tussock had yet been
removed; on the Woodend Road which, from the Cam Flourmill to the
railway line, had reverted to bare dirt, or on the gully in the middle of
the main street which had become a menace to the health of the whole
town. Calls were made for the board's resignation with Frank Rickman
and John Johnston leading the attack.

Henry Blackett, though not attending in his capacity as chairman of
the board, answered the charges. There was not a street, he said, in which
a man coming to the town could buy a piece of land and put up a house.
The new road was essential if Rangiora was to become a place of any
size and he was happy to co-operate with the Percival project knowing
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that the estate had spent a considerable sum to take the road through
to the Drain Road. Blackett also claimed that the new road secured the
entrance of the Drain Road into the town because the old road was off-line
at the Northbrook Stream, encroaching across the corner of the Shipley
section, now owned by Frank Rickman, who was receiving three pounds
a year rent for the mistake and who could nail up the bridge over the
stream at any time.

But the board had spent its money too soon on a private project and
in response to a petition from the meeting the Superintendent of the prov-
ince ordered a special audit of its books. The board was found to be in
error and the agent for the estate had to re-imburse the amount that had
been expended.

There was, however, more to the matter than this. Those who had called
the meeting and had roused the public against the board did, in fact, fail
to achieve their real goal — the complete abandonment of the Percival
road. Its chief opponents were Frank Rickman, William Buss, George Cone
and John Johnston, all of whom had their businesses in the vicinity of
Johnston's corner. The new road could divert cart traffic from the south
into the main street at Blackett's store and the new post office and so
create a new town centre further west where Blackett was a major land-
owner. This was what the dispute was really about and why those business-
men along the eastern end of the main street tried so hard to prevent
the conveyance taking place. It was not essentially a matter of administrat-
ive correctness at all but one of business and property values.7

By the end of 1873 Mrs Percival had agreed to the proper conveyance
of the road and much-needed building sections came on the market but
the fears of its opponents were not allayed by the road being named Main
Street while a second, short, residental cross-street was opened up and
named Percival Street. Henry Blackett came out of the affair as popular
as ever and the Road Board survived to fight many more battles but Rick-
man, cornered by Blackett on a public platform, was more or less honour
bound to donate the disputed road at Northbrook Stream to the town
and did so.

As echoes of the Percival dispute were fading property owners were
treated to a debate on the value of land in Rangiora at the Magistrate's
Court. The rising value of land had been a factor in the opposition to
the new street but it is difficult to assess the exact degree of increase caused
by the railway, coming as it did after several years of depression and de-
pressed values. The occasion was an arbitration case which came before
assessors on 30 March 1874 to decide the amount of compensation which
the Government should pay John Fitzgerald for land it had taken for the
railway, nineteen acres, one rood and twelve perches in all. Fitzgerald was

'Ibid 9. 30 Aug; 27 Sep; 4 Oct, 1873.
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now an inmate of a lunatic assylum and so was unable to negotiate. He
had originally planned to turn his forty-six acre section into a village but
the town had not developed that way. Now the railway yards occupied
the heart of it and the question had arisen as to how much this nineteen
and a quarter acre strip was worth on the prevailing market and how much
the value of the remaining portion had been affected. The land agents,
William Buss, Frank Rickman, Henry Matson and Malcom Duncan, a cat-
tle dealer and agent of Flaxton, were questioned by the assessors and the
value of land in the town became the subject of interesting argument.8

All were agreed that the town had benefited from the railway and that
values had risen generally but none of them were able to say exactly what
had happened. Certainly none of them could agree to a price per acre
in any part of the town affected by the line. Buss and Duncan, appearing
for the Crown, valued the railway land at 780 pounds and 745 pounds
respectively claiming that the railway had taken valueless back land while
appreciating the remaining road frontages from which the estate would
benefit. Rickman and Matson, for the estate, both assessed the railway
land to be worth 2,750 pounds on the basis of its increasing value before
the line was built and the depreciation it had caused since. But there were
wide discrepancies among other details and the assessors had great diffi-
culty coming to a decision. The Government had tendered 900 pounds
for the land but the assessors finally agreed to award Fitzgerald 1,159
pounds.

Those small-holders and property owners who may have been consider-
ing opening up their land must have found much of the related evidence
of considerable interest. For instance it was revealed that William Ivory
had bought six acres in Ivory Road belonging to Priscilla Torlesse before
1872 for 300 pounds but Henry Matson now valued the road frontage
of it at 600 pounds an acre. This was the price the new Percival sections
were selling for. Two years before the railway the Lion Hotel site of five
acres was up for sale for 400 pounds. At the end of 1872 three acres of
the block were sold for 2,000 pounds. Bourke's corner section, a half-acre
on the west corner of the Ashley Road, was sold about the same time
for 800 pounds. But the most valuable land in the town, Johnston's corner,
was said to have been depreciated by the railway. Johnston had been leas-
ing his half-acre corner section from Percival for 61 pounds a year with
a right to purchase for 1,500 pounds, agreed to in 1869, but he had been
able to buy the section from Mrs Percival for 1,300 pounds just before
the hearing.

Whatever the motives of the land agents were the evidence of a general
inflation in land values was clear. Frontages along the Ashley Road which
had been originally bought for two pounds an acre in 1857 and which

}Ibid 4 Apr 1874
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had been valued at twenty pounds in 1862 were now being variously asses-
sed at between forty and seventy pounds an acre. Quite recently quarter-
acre sections in Market Street (Drain Road) had been sold for a hundred
pounds and in the Percival subdivision 150 pounds. Further away from
the centre the price was believed to be about forty to fifty pounds an
acre but the education authorities were quite happy to pay William Sansom
300 pounds for the four acres on which it was planning to build the new
primary school.

It was values of this kind which helped to unlock land for new housing
and shops after 1874. As the population grew and business improved allot-
ments were made available in the vicinity of the main street by Henry
Blackett, William Sansom, William Ivory, James Bassingthwaite, Patrick
Ponsonby (Fitzgerald's son-in-law), the Reverend B. W. Dudley, G.J. Leech
and others who had held small blocks on or near the main road, to farm,
as horse paddocks or as an investment.

THE LATER EIGHTEEN-SEVENTIES

The years after 1873 were, therefore, quite buoyant. The continuing arrival
of new immigrants, the improving prospects for agriculture, the subdivision
of more land for housing and some less-modest road construction by the
Road Board stimulated business and encouraged the expansion of the com-
mercial and residential sectors of the town. Primary schools were built in
Rangiora and Southbrook in 1874 and the Northern Agricultural and Pas-
toral Association began holding its shows in the town again that year. A
fire brigade was formed and there was more talk of making the place
into a borough particularly from the new school commitee which saw ad-
vantages in borough status. The idea became quite popular again, the pros-
pect of the town controlling its own roads and footpaths and developing
as it wished having a strong appeal, but the old problem of scattered settle-
ment still remained and the proposition was seen in 1874-5 to be still
not viable.

Between 1875 and 1880 a number of new buildings were built between
the railway and the Plough Hotel and the central part of the main street
rapidly filled up. Even though there was a general depression of trade
in the northern districts of Canterbury in the late 'seventies the Canterbury
Times was able to say, on 7 December 1878, that the building trade in
Rangiora was in a very brisk state.

Ivory Street was the first of the town's residential streets but more were
soon to follow. The primary school committee had bought their school
land on the understanding that the Road Board would form two new streets
in the east and west boundaries of their site. This was done in 1874 and
1875, although both roads followed the line of old cart tracks which went
down to the bush in the vicinity of the Torlesse and Boys homes. The
eastern road had two names, School Street and South Street but it eventu-
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ally became King Street south. The western road, Church Street, was
formed from a half-chain accommodation track which divided the old
Ward section at the church of St John Baptist. The school committee also
persuaded the Road Board to form a narrow cross-street on the school's
southern boundary so that boys and girls living on opposite sides of the
school could get round to the boys' gate in South Street and the girls'
gate in Church Street. It, too, was known as School Street.

In 1874 the Road Board also conducted a survey of all the old bush
roads, tracks and lanes so that they could be identified, conveyed and con-
trolled and, when the Northern Agricultural and Pastoral Association an-
nounced its intention to hold a show again in a paddock on the Ashley
Road, the board undertook the shingling of this road from the Oxford
railway line up towards the river, the first attention it had received for
some years. Some of the footpaths in the main street were also tidied up.
The first properly formed path was along the north side from the Ashley
Road to Good's corner and store. The board placed its first timber kerb
along this path charging shopkeepers at the rate of fifteen shillings a chain.

Early in 1875 that part of the Fitzgerald land between the Oxford branch
railway and the main street was cut up into building sections by Patrick
Ponsonby. Those who bought them elected three of their number, Ivory,
Cone and Bassingthwaite, as a committee to get a road formed through
the block from the railway station to the Red Lion Hotel. This street bore
the name New Street (later Albert Street). Sansom also releasd a number
of sections in the vicinity of the primary school about this time and a
number of cottages were built at the bottom of Church Street and King
Street south.

In two years then, the Road Board did more work in Rangiora than
for a whole decade and the result did not escape the notice of the Weekly
Press which reported on the improvements to the town on 2 October 1875.

Few country townships to which the raiiway extends have shown more
substantial signs of improvement than Rangiora, and persons who have
not visited it since the Northern line was opened may be pardoned if
they said they could not recognize it. Recently some of the larger sections
have been laid out and sold in allotments. Therefore in addition to the
large number of new buildings erected or in progress on the main road,
others are springing up in the side streets, which will in time give the
place a more finished appearance as a township. Instead of having only
one street it will soon have several. In addition to the allotments lately
sold near the railway station and the Lion Hotel, and the formation
of a roadway, with side paths, through the centre of them, several sections
have been taken up on Percival's road, as well as on Mr Sansom's block,
on all of which buildings are being put up. At no distant date we may
hope to see the township declared a borough.

It may be reported, in addition to the new buildings referred to from
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time to time, there is now just completed, near the post office, Mr J.
J. Robinson's (cabinet maker) shop and on the other side of the telegraph
office the new Union Bank . . . is fast nearing completion under the hands
of Mr Withers contractor for the labour. The land belongs to Mr Blackett.
When finished it will be a pretty building, the front and east sides being
done with rusticated boarding, the windows, mullions and cornices being
all in good taste. The roof is corrugated iron.
After describing the Wesleyan Chapel in South Street which was in the

course of erection in October 1875 and the planned alterations and ad-
ditions to the Anglican Church, both contracts being in the hands of J.
J. Robinson, the article concluded:

Besides these the erection of the Fire Brigade Station has been com-
pleted in a central situation and other improvements made by the Road
Board, which is certainly deserving of credit for the manner in which
the public affairs of the township are manged.
It was during these years that the town's first newspaper was established.

It bore the name Canterbury News and was distributed from a building
near the saleyards in Market Street on 4 December 1875. James Niven
was the publisher and it was to appear on Wednesday and Saturday morn-
ings. The third issue bore the title North Canterbury News but the paper
faltered and in May 1876 William Buss bought the plant and good will
at auction for eighty pounds. About a week later the paper came out again
as the Rangiora Standard and North Canterbury guardian under a new pub-
lisher, Walter Pilliet, formerly an Akaroa magistrate and politician. Pilliet
in turn disposed of it to two men named Holland and Brown who became
involved with the law in a case which earned some passing fame as the
pig-sty case.9

Holland and Brown were charged with receiving printing type knowing
it to have been stolen. The type belonged to the new Kaiapoi paper North
Canterbury Independent and Farmers Chronicle which ceased publication
temporarily in December 1876 because of financial difficulties. Two em-
ployees to whom the paper owed wages stole the type and, it was alleged,
sold it to Holland and Brown. Some of the type was found buried in a
pig-sty behind the Rangiora Standard office. Brown was arrested and, with
the Kaiapoi printers, appeared in the Christchurch Supreme Court in Oc-
tober 1877. Holland turned Queen's evidence and Brown was acquitted
but the Kaiapoi printers were given short gaol terms. Sometime after the
case Brown was joined in partnership by Henry Turner who eventually
acquired the business himself, moved it to a building on the east side of
Ashley Street in 1884 and published the paper for nearly sixty years, popu-
larly titled, 'The Standard*.

*Lyttelton Times 10 Jul, 4 Oct 1877
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John Johnston built new premises on his corner during these years. The
Colonial Bank opened an office in the Thompsons' old store on the east
comer and three years later Charles Chapman and his cousin C. J. Chap-
man opened a commission agency in the other half of the building, Charles
Chapman having closed his private boys school, the Earnley Academy.
On the opposite side of the main street Good's store was extended forward
to the footpath and Frederick Busch and Albert Tutton opened an auction
mart next to Buss's saleyards in Market Street. Most of the new building,
however, took place at the corner of the new Percival Road and in the
vicinity of the Red Lion Hotel.

In 1875 the post office corner was occupied by a tall square wooden
building which housed J. J. Robinson's carpentering and cabinet-making
workshop, the base from which Robinson built some of the most prominent
buildings in the town. The Bank of New Zealand stood on the east corner
of the new Percival road while the new post office, a small wooden structure
stood on the west side of Robinson's workshop. Beyond the post office
was the Union Bank which was built on Blackett's land in 1875 and de-
scribed in the article above. The yard and workshop of a builder named
Carter and a cottage or two lay beyond the bank towards the Institute
Hall. Across the other side of the main street was the Road Board office
and Blackett's store, and it was behind the Road Board office that the
first fire brigade station was built in 1875. Three new shops were built
along this frontage in 1877-8, one, a concrete building beside the Road
Board clerk's residence, was originally built as a saddlery for Max Sklaark.
Sklaark, a Pole from Posen in Prussian Poland, became a well-known
character in the town and was one of the last of those pre-borough business-
men to retire. The other two shops, built in 1878, were a sewing machine
agency for T. Boyd and a tinsmith's shop for R. Dunkley, a business which
was combined with the selling of fancy goods.

A number of people took advantage of the release of sections between
the railway station and the Red Lion so that in the late seventies the busi-
ness section of the town tended to spread into this area. On the east corner
of the Ashley Road Thomas McNaught opened a saddlery business and
further along the frontage, almost opposite the Red Lion, C. Anderson
had his sail, tent and tarpaulin making business, saddlery and residence.
Richard Truman also opened a shoe store there in 1877 after being burnt
out in a shop near Blackett. Round the corner Herbert Jones a painter
and plumber built a two-storied wooden residence and shop in 1879, in
the new street to the station.

The Red Lion, by this time, had come into the hands of a licensee named
James Bassingthwaite and with it five acres between the Ivory Road and
the railway. It was in this block that concrete was first used to any extent
at least four identifiable concrete buildings going up during the late 'seven-
ties. Three were built for James Bassingthwaite who seems to have tem-
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porarily become a man of some means, at least during these years, but
whose affairs soon gained for him a considerable notoriety. Two were
houses, one in Ivory Street and one in the narrow access-way later known
as Cone Street and which was built across the gully that passed behind
the hotel to finally settle a dispute Bassingthwaite had had with the Road
Board. On the main road, and separated from the hotel by a wooden house,
Bassingthwaite built the town's first three storied structure, of concrete and
wood and it was completed by December 1878.1

On the railway side of this tall concrete residence stood William Noble's
blacksmith forge and workshop. Noble had been in business in Rangiora
since the late eighteen-sixties but in 1878 he extended his premises and
put up the concrete walls and facade which were to form the main shell
of this engineering workshop until recent times. In 1878, however, Nobel
became the victim of Bassingthwaite's penchant for litigation. After Noble
had built his new smithy Bassingthwaite took him to court because the
soot from his chimney was spoiling his vegetables and his washing. The
action was held over while Noble raised his chimney but the result could
not have been satisfactory for in July 1878 Bassingthwaite was awarded
damages of one shilling. Not satisfied he again sued Noble, for fifty pounds,
but failed.2 It was not the last court action in which Bassingthwaite was
to appear; it was in fact just one of a number which were to bring him
to disaster.

Another pocket of development in the late eighteen-seventies was at the
Oxford railway crossing of the Ashley Road. Here, on one side, stood the
Club Hotel and on the other William Burt's livery stable. Between the
livery stable and the line Burt built a large grain store, almost to the line
itself, thereby narrowing the roadway considerably. Opposite the grain
store stood the railway gates and the entrance to the station yards. Early
in 1878 Burt enlarged the shed and installed in it a portable steam engine
and saw bench for cutting firewood and towards the end of the year, op-
posite his grain-store and stables, he built a large shop and office of con-
crete and a weighbridge for the convenience of farmers taking grain to
the store and the railway. John Burt ran the stables - the Railway Livery
Stables. He still kept coaches for hire and in 1878 began a handsom cab
service.

Quite a number of small shops and workshops opened and closed in
the eighteen-seventies so that it is very difficult to identify the location
of some and their successive owners. Among those who became established
were Benjamin Ellis, a blacksmith and wheelwright who had taken part
in the development of municipal government in Kaiapoi and who built
a workshop next door to the Institute Hall, and two watchmakers, Robert

'Canterbury Times 7 Dec 1878.
2Ibid 15 Jun, 13 Jul, 19 Oct, 7 Dec 1878
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Ball and N. G. Robilliard. There were two solicitors, E. Clark and J. C.
Porter, the latter also having an office in Kaiapoi. The building of cottages
continued, paticularly along the main street, along the Ashley Road,
around the primary school and down the Drain Road to Southbrook.

The eighteen-seventies threw up many opportunities and many enterpris-
ing people and by 1880 the town had nine general stores, six blacksmiths,
three saddlers, two wheelwrights and coachbuilders, three flourmills, com-
mission agents, auctioneers and livery stables and all the other trades and
services to be found in a thriving country town.
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